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Equator has something of that irritant effect. For it is a
little trying to be played upon so steadily by something
quite invisible that comes from nowhere. There was in-
dubitably nothing there. Indeed, to all appearances there
would never be anything again in the vast emptiness of sea
and sky. It was just an airy and disused store-room where
one might store a continent, and it had somehow got for-
gotten, One had always read that the Equator was an
imaginary line ; but one had never dreamt that it could be
quite so imaginary as this. Yet from some unseen point
in the blue in front of us the world began to curve towards
another Pole and the vast paradox of the Southern Hemi-
sphere commenced. That was another world, where trav-
ellers moved southwards to escape the heat or travelled
north into the glare of tropical plantations. The ship
moved slowly on; and the uncomfortable wind of the
Equator blew steadily along the shaded decks.
4. Brazilian Landfall
The landscape, the unvarying landscape of mid-ocean
changed suddenly, as a dark line appeared ahead, came slowly
nearer, filled the whole horizon, turned from darkness to a
deep shade of green, and stood revealed in the broad equa-
torial glare as an interminable line of palms. That was
Brazil, We stared and stared, distinguishing a range of hills
and something that looked like a building. We were across
the ocean now; and here was South America. For it was
here indeed, sedately seated in the stem-sheets of the pilot's
launch that bobbed wildly over waves infested (as we
learned respectfully) with shark, And presently it climbed
on board, smoking a strong cigar and wearing a white uni-
form. The Pernambuco pilot is a perfect lesson in tropical
deportment, with his linen suit, sun-helmet, and the long
cheroot tilted at the precise angle which we have learned
to expect of dwellers in far places. Middle-aged magazine-
readers felt comfortably assured at sight of him that
Captain Kettle could not be far off. There was, indeed,

